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Regret:  The stages of regret.



Realization
Anxiety pursues, 
walls are formed



Weight piling on your chest

Bottle up the feelings



Reflect Closure Contentedness



Regret 
still 

remains



10 Composition Tips for Taking Better Photos
2 composition tips:

In the pictures below I used both tips at once. I made sure to center 
my subject on a 1/3 line and get down low, to not only make it more 

dramatic but to make it a better picture overall.

• Shoot from a 
lower angle

• Rule of thirds



I decided to make my theme and pictures about regret because I think it is a
very universal thing for humans to feel regret. Although what we regret may
come in different shapes and sizes, the impact on our psyche and daily lives
are the same in most cases. I just wanted to make something people could
connect to and relate themselves to. I wrote some of my regrets down on
lined paper and used those regrets as the basis and structure of my project. I
liked the idea of using the paper to show regrets because you can do so many
things with paper just as you can do so many things with your regrets, as you
saw by the way I manipulated the paper in different ways in each picture. I
think that my last picture is very true because no matter how hard you try to
get rid of your regrets and console yourself, your regrets are still there. People
who say they live without regrets are liars, I have many regrets that I am
thankful for because the outcome was me learning something, but I still
regret that I did those things in the first place. Although my "items" are now
burned and turned into ash, the meaning of my photos are still in this
powerpoint and I can expand on that when we do collection #2.
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